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$442

24th Annual Carolina Conference for Romance Studies

I am requesting these funds in order to travel to the Carolina Conference in
Romance Studies this April 5-7, a nationally recognized literature conference, to
present in the Research and Teaching Beyond Roms round table. This session
will focus on topics such as Scholarship of Teaching; Teaching with Technology;
Community Engagement; and Study Abroad. In this round table, I will be sharing
with colleagues and graduate students my pedagogical experiences using
flipped instruction and technology in my teaching. In my presentation, I will focus
on the way flipped instruction promotes early interaction with the material and
frees up class time to allow more meaningful in-class practice. Most importantly,
I will discuss how a particular flipped model employed in my courses encourages
students to be active learners and develop independent thinking. I will also
discuss some preliminary results of an ongoing pedagogical approach
implemented this semester to supplement my current flipped instruction model.
This project consists of recording every class session as it is taught using
Panopto so students can review lectures outside of the class to review and
reinforce what they learn during class. By being a presenter in this round table, I
also hope to gain a better understanding of other current practices regarding
flipped instruction, the use of technology in teaching, as well as other insights
pertaining to the scholarship of teaching and learning.

Positive feedback from previous courses show that many students have
benefited from flipped instruction. Currently, students taking my seminar
SPA348 Science, Literature, and Film in Spain are required to use OneNote to
post reading responses to questions about the primary texts before coming to
class. After class ends, students have the ability to review the recorded class
lectures before the next class meets. After watching the videos, students write a
paragraph outlining the most important points of each lecture and their
understanding of the material. These assignments are not mandatory but the
students who do watch the videos receive two extra-credit points. At the end of
the semester, I will administer a survey to the students in this course to learn
about their thoughts and impressions regarding the impact of this teaching
approach in their learning. I will also compare potential differences in grades and
class performance between those who regularly watch the videos and those who
don't. I believe other faculty could benefit from learning about how this particular
methodology might garner interest among other faculty in the Stonehill
community about the possibility of teaching and learning in a variety of ways
beyond the traditional classroom setting.



How will you share your
project findings or outcomes
with the Stonehill
community?

Please detail your budget.

Over the years, I have shared my experience using alternative spaces for
teaching beyond the classroom with members of my department and the
Stonehill community through teaching panels during ADD or during Information
Technology workshops or showcases such as the Teaching and Technology
Showcase. I also hope to share the results from this project with the community
in this or other ways as soon as the opportunity presents itself.

$317 Flight
$125 Registration

I will also be presenting a paper at this conference. The costs I am detailing here
represent about half of my total costs for attendance to this conference. I will
fund the remainder of the costs through my regular research budget. 


